Offices. Perfectly Tailored.™

It’s more than an evolution in styling… It’s advanced manufacturing and enhanced craftsmanship backed by renown and impeccable Three H customer service.
For more than 25 years we’ve been quietly perfecting the private office. Now we’re ready to launch a complete re-engineering of private office furniture
for a more sophisticated world of higher expectations. Get ready to experience Three H like never before.

three-h.com/premiere

Introducing The Premiere Series™
The New Concept in Furniture:
Ultimate, High-End Performance at an Affordable Price.

The newest Three H series comes out in style, with a fresh
complement of enhancements and styling cues. There are
more elegant lines and a smart appearance, highlighted by
a unique mix of all the most modern and advanced materials
made in North America. Including our well-regarded and
admired laminate-surface collection, proprietary designs
in crafted aluminum accents, limitless selection of painted
glass, and unique integration of textiles components.
Designed and engineered by Jean Bourassa and Three H. Powered by RED.
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With a single look, you’ll recognize the difference
The eye-catching bold design matched with finessed trim accents including a wealth of fabric choices now
also featured on the wall-mounted and under-surface modesty panels, enhances the design value of your
suite. But the choices do not end there…. Consider new post-leg designs. Look deeper, there are now more
changes beneath the surface. New disk and square steel post legs, in silver or black, follow styling cues of
surface shapes. And the new laminate box leg is elegantly trimmed at the base for a finished look. Add color
and texture with fabrics on tack boards… and now on modesty panels. Best of all, no matter how you build
your office, your environment will acquire a personalized feel. Discover the combination that speaks to you.
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New, slim-line metal-frame cabinet doors frame a striking
array of clear, frosted or painted glass. A highly visual
manifestation of enhanced and personalized design.
The total effect is empowering. How about painted glass,
available in many standard colors including white, graphite
& black on metal or design your suite with classic laminate
framed clear glass cabinet doors.

Design your own office at:
www.three-h.com/RED
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Advancing our Service Model – Yet Again
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Our new engineering model ensures the smoothest,
fastest transition from your ideas to the design, pricing,
manufacture and delivery of your office.
Build and customize on your own with our RED software or with the assistance of
our customer service team – who are standing by to do all the pricing and drawings
for you, if you choose. Our RED technology is integrated directly into manufacturing.
And with all standard materials pre-stocked in the factory, we can build and deliver
in the extraordinary quickness that Three H is renown for.

Every Inch of each suite is designed to please and inspire
What you’ll notice first is the clean lines and inherent harmony of the design: uncluttered,
elegant cabinet fronts and neatly arranged pulls meet best-in-class material and top
workmanship. The overall feeling is that you have arrived in the right office. Later you will
notice that the design is not only attractive, it is also extremely functional: everything is
designed for typical Three H high performance. The shared office should also be functional…
but why not pleasing too.
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See lots more Ideas at:
www.three-h.com/typicals
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Introducing the new Wavecrest solid wood edge detail.
Joining a family of hand-stained and applied wood edge
trims for surfaces and tops of cabinets.
Visit:
www.three-h.com/typicals

Moving Forward is Very Satisfying
The North American executive office is still the home for richly appointed and empowering furniture…
with hand-crafted, real wood trim, and elegantly designed pulls which translates to a more luxurious
office suite. And in a noteworthy design feature and at the heart of Three H’s reputation of detailed
craftsmanship, a new wood trim design is being added to the collection of solid wood choices.
Coupled with Three H sizing by the inch on work surfaces and hutches, there are extraordinary options
for custom designs.
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Personalized Styling: the Hallmark of Three H
By offering the exclusive detailing of high-end office furniture and creating a captivating and inventive design, Three H delivers a wealth
of elegance and sophistication. And by introducing two more new wood-finish options Dark Suede and Sand Drift, The Premiere Series
retains at the core the winning attributes of Three H: Over 30 carefully selected, in-stock wood and color finishes. New power/data
channel under surface management is another new advancement. Sit behind the desk and be instantly impressed with how natural
it feels. From the strategic location of pulls to the power/data options easily at hand, this furniture has been crafted with your needs
foremost in mind. Wall mounted backboards and tackboards are new design features expanding the styling choices to all new heights.
Your choice at:
www.three-h.com/finishes
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The new, optional Deluxe Cable
Management under surface
box channel is a case in point.
In this you can see an innovative,
functional and effective approach
to the cable management needs
of the private office.
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Make it practical…Make it beautiful
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Solid Wood Trim Shown in WaveCrest™, also available in Prestige, Bullnose and Self Edge
Worksurfaces D-Top, P-Top, Rectangular, Arc, Corner Desk
Power/Data Deluxe Cable Management (see details right side)
Tackboards Optional wall mounted or hutch supported and over 47 standard fabrics
Accessory Rail Multiple accessories available
Modesty Panels Upholstered or Laminate
Worksurface Bases Metal Square & Round (with and without plate) & Laminate box
Handles 11 different pulls available in various finishes
Glass Doors Painted & Frosted Glass Options in thin Metal frame or Clear Glass in Laminate frame

We’ve made the cabinet profiles even more emphatic. Their clean lines frame a more modern
and upscale appearance. All curved surfaces and edge details are sharply defined to create an
elegant and tailored finish. Proprietary designed anodized aluminum accessory rails paired
with new leg designs will enhance and elevate the profile of office layouts. High quality office
furniture can be very nicely priced too. New software, advanced engineering and manufacturing
at Three H have made prices even better. Remember, we’ve been doing this for over 25 years and
have the highest reputation as proof of our promise.

Our Customers speak for us at:
www.three-h.com/casestudies
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Three H loves making
office furniture, and you can tell.
It’s how it’s made, where it’s made and who it’s made for:
The customer who wants custom sizing, delivered quickly
by craftspeople in North America. Best of all, it’s at a price
that will surprise and welcome you.
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